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 - Amedeo Gavazzeni, 02/02/2013 - Baixaki, Before You Buy Windows 7 Ultimate or Home Premium, You Should Try It In A Virtual Environment (Vizxos, etc)!! 7 - Amedeo Gavazzeni, 06/09/2012 - Baixaki, You Can Install Windows 7 Ultimate to a Hard Drive, without a DVD.I have a very good friend that has Windows 7 Ultimate 64 bits on a disk.Unfortunately, in the boot menu there was only
one option to run the CD, i.e. Boot from Hard disk.That’s the way to enter the installation program.It boots from a CD, but that means you need to have a Windows 7 Ultimate disk!I can’t say if it is possible to install Windows 7 Ultimate to a hard drive, without a disk.In this way you can install the operating system on any computer.I could test this configuration on my PC, and it booted from a hard

drive.The following is a screenshot of the Windows 7 Ultimate installer.Another question is the same.But what about the 32 bits version?Can you install Windows 7 Home Premium on a hard drive? Is it possible to install Windows 7 Home Premium on a hard drive, or only on a DVD? And if not, what are the best alternatives? 7 - Amedeo Gavazzeni, 03/10/2011 - Baixaki, Windows 7 Ultimate 64 bits
- 32 bits is not mandatory for running the Windows 7 Ultimate 64 bits! 7 - Amedeo Gavazzeni, 06/09/2012 - Baixaki, Well, this might be of great use.If I only install Windows 7 Ultimate 32 bits, will it give me problems with some applications and games? 7 - Amedeo Gavazzeni, 02/06/2013 - Baixaki, Hi, I have also another question.Is Windows 7 Ultimate 32 bits edition also designed for a laptop? If

so, then I think it is the best option. If not, it would be better to install Windows 7 Home Premium 64 bits. You can install Windows 7 Ultimate to a hard drive, without a DVD.I have a very good friend that has Windows 7 Ultimate 64 bits on a disk.Unfortunately, in the boot menu there was only one option to run the CD, 82157476af
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